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Communication, knowledge and time are critical to the success of an eDiscovery case. We specialize in bridging the 
gap between IT and Legal Departments. While applying strong project management practices we will work with your 
team helping to: identify, collect, preserve and broker requested data to all client partners and vendors.

Full end-to-end eDiscovery services, covering all phases of discovery:  
Processing, ECA, Culling, Document Review, Production

No blended rates! 

Resource Rates - You pay for what you use. Invoicing is based on the actual hours spent working on a project. Typical 
activities include consulting, project management, data processing, configuration, post processing analysis, ECA 
reporting, search execution, document review and data production.


Processing Rates* - Invoicing is based on the data size extracted from any first level compression (WINZIP, 7ZIP, etc.) 
used to help reduce overall data transfer times. This also addresses issues that may occur where compression tools 
are used to break data into smaller pieces to address any other transfer issues with larger files.


Hosting Rates* - Based on the fully expanded and de-duplicated processed data size that would be used for review 
along with the database size.


*The processing and hosting charges are supported by reports generated directly from the VenioOne platform and are provided as part of the invoice.

Understanding Our Rate Structure

Find the data - Identify, preserve and collect.

Assess the data - Analyze data, email gap and date range analysis for relevant issues.

Share the data - Review by subject matter experts, review teams, and legal teams to produce/export relevant data.

Trust the data - Follow processes that are defensible, transparent and based on industry standard best practices.


Our FAST & SECURE© Approach

Our team 
is CEDS certified!

We work to Specifically Engineer a process for our Clients. A process focusing on their 
data, business needs and how they are going to Use it. That process, as well as the data, 
needs to be rooted in a Reliable, defensible, and transparent method; allowing it to be 
Enforced and standardized for eDiscovery matters to come.


We have partnered with industry leading Venio Systems and selected their VenioOne 
platform to meet our eDiscovery processing, analytical, review and production needs. 
Using a data centre service provider we have implemented server and disk infrastructure 
that provides a highly available environment. These two strategic partnerships and their 
technologies provide the foundation of our FAST & SECURE      approach to eDiscovery.©

Other services include: Consulting - Litigation Readiness | Forensic/Non-Forensic Collections

Structured Data Transformation | Project Management
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Litigation is historical in nature. Old email and data contained within IBM Notes applications can still be relevant to an 
eDiscovery matter.


We have worked with clients to identify custom IBM Notes applications that contain relevant data. Data such as 
approval processes, document repositories and project or team discussion databases. To export data from the 
application we use our baseline application to  customize the code. This can also help to identify security related 
features causing content to be hidden.


Through this process we are able to ensure that all relevant identified data, and any supporting records are accessible 
for export. Decisions on the exported format are also required based on the design of the database.


In the end, the export will typically provide:


IBM Notes Support Services

z
REW Computing Inc. is a Canadian, privately held corporation that has been providing eDiscovery support 
services since 2007 to corporations and clients in the legal services industry. Our goal is to assist clients by 
providing a centralized project management team and approach focused on their eDiscovery and IT project needs 
through our FAST & SECURE© approach and methodology.

About Us

Our in-depth knowledge and experience with IBM Notes makes us a great partner!

Other IBM Notes Related Services 
• Data Migration

• Custom Application Development

• Application Maintenance

• Administration


We have worked with our clients to perform… 

Client and server based upgrades

Domino server based feature deployments

Troubleshooting as well as issue resolution


Domino server performance and optimization assessments
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